MAKEUP CONTRACT
CLIENT NAME(S):

_____________________________________________

DATE OF SESSION:

_____________________________________________

LOOK DESIRED:

_____________________________________________

LOCATION:

Client Home / On-Location

CONTRACT FOR SERVICES
If Artist cannot perform this agreement in whole or in part due to a cause beyond the control of the
parties, changing of details that no longer fit with the artists’ originally agreed terms or due to Artists’
illness or injury, then Comfort Zone Therapy will return all fees to the client(s) but shall have no further
liability with respect to this Agreement. This is the parties’ entire agreement on this matter, superseding
all previous negotiations or agreements.
WAIVER + INDEMNIFICATION
Client , family members and assignees, if any, shall indemnify, and hold harmless Comfort Zone Therapy
and Kayla Liberty from any and all claims for damages arising out of the performance of any of the
services contemplated by this Agreement with the exception of intentional or illegal acts.
DEPOSITS + RESERVED TIME
Upon signing this contract, Comfort Zone Therapy will reserve the time agreed upon and will not make
another reservation for the specific time frame. For this reason, all deposits are non-refundable even if
the date is changed or becomes canceled for any reason.
YOUR SESSION
A deposit of $______ is due at the signing of this agreement.
An amount of $______ will be due on the day of shooting __TBD_____ to bring your total package price to
$____0___.
It is understood that even with the signing of a contract and/or verbal agreement,
no day is reserved without a monetary deposit.
TIME
Your session starts at ______ and ends at ______.
Client agrees to pay an additional fee for any tardiness over the discussed period at $__10___ per 20
minutes. (Separate charge)
DAY OF SESSION
You agree that you will arrive on time to the chosen location. If you are late, your session will be charged
or cancelled if extreme tardiness happens at the artist discretion. Friends and family are welcome, so
long as they do not interfere with the artist and the artistry taking place. Before and After pictures are
taken during the session if you are not comfortable with this, let your artist know.
PAYMENT + PACKAGES
Payment towards the rest of the package will be required on the day of the session. You will not receive
any application, unless full payment of the entire package is made. Cash or online payment
(paypal/vinmo) is acceptable. You may not downsize to a smaller package after you have paid the deposit
for that package. However, you may upgrade to a larger package at any time. Separate charges will apply
for the specified package.

OVERALL APPEARANCE + PERSONAL ITEMS
The artist is not responsible for any missing, damaged or altered clothing/material belonging to the client.
The photographer is not responsible for any styling, photography, hair problems or any other factors in
the session other than the directing and artistry of the client.
WEATHER + SESSION CHANGES/LOCATIONS
You are able to switch your day because of weather or personal emergencies, so long as no other sessions
are scheduled that day and it works for the artist. Locations within 15 minutes of the Las Vegas area are
free. Any other location outside 15 minutes of Las Vegas is subject to a separate charge based on distance.
CLIENT COOPERATION
Deliverable items and shots are contingent upon the client performing actions and cooperating with the
photographer. The photographer is not liable if the client’s neglect leads to a compromise of what has
been agreed upon. (i.e. agreeing to take photos of a bride getting ready, but she does not make herself
available for the time). The Photographer shall not be responsible for photographs not taken as a result of
the Client’s failure to provide reasonable assistance or cooperation.
REFUNDS
If you choose to re-do your makeup for any reason, it will be considered as a new session and you will
need to purchase a new package. The deposit is non- refundable. In the event of an emergency, or other
unforeseen circumstances, the artist will return any money given up to that point but claims no further
liability.
EXCLUSIVITY
The Artist shall be the exclusive artist retained by the Client for the purpose of the event/session.
By signing, the parties agree that they fully understand and will be bound only by the terms above. Any
other terms must be agreed to in writing. Otherwise, the above terms will be considered the consolidated,
exclusive terms between the parties.

___________________________________________
Printed Name

___________________________________________
Signature (17 or younger requires parent/guardian signature)

________________________
Date

